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SECTION i
INTRODUCTION
This report is a supplement to the previously published report 1
of March 1978 and summarizes the work which took place after that date.
The lightning analysis and testing are now conrplete and this work will
conclude the contract.
The subject matter herein concerns:
a. computation of the aft strut cable voltages;
b. thrust vector control actuator test results;
c. thermal protection system test results;
d. circuit da_nage analysis of the range safety system.
In each case the analyses and/or tests were done using the NASA "worst
case" lightning waveform 2, i,e,, 200kA peak return stroke current and
100kA/_s rate of current rise.
The labor was supported by contract NAS8-31168, Marshall Space
Flight Center. The contracting officer's representative was Mr. B. E.
Gallaher, _tission Research Corporation was supported by Lightning and
Transients Research Institute {L]_I) under the leadership of Mr. J. D.
Robb, with subcontract SC-31168-75-0006.
1. Perala, R, A. and R. B, Cook {MRC) and J. D, Robb (LTRI), Final Report:
Support of Lightning. Analysis and Testing on the Solid Rocket Booster
(SRB) Vehicle, A_C-R-122, Mission Research Corporation, March 1978.
2. Space Shuttle Program Lightping Protection CriteriaDocument, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, L)rndon B. Johnson Space Center,
JSC-07636, Revision A, November 4, 1975.
SECTION 2
SUMMARY OF WORK
COMPUTATION OF AFT STRUT CABLE VOLTAGES
In this part, the potential appearing in cables running from
the orbiter to the external tank across the aft struts is computed. This
potential had been calculated by Johnson Space Center as 180V (see Section
5.5 of reference I). The potential induced in signal cables crossing a
strut from the external tank to one of the solid rocket boosters has been
previously computed I to be 25V, The total voltage is then the sum of
these two values,
In this study, the potential induced in the orbiter-external
tank cables is computed to be 121V. The total voltage is then 121+23 = 144V.
The computations involve two steps, (1) a current division between the
struts and other metallic parts and the cable shields, and (2) a calcula-
tion of the induced voltage using the transfer impedance of the cable. A
"worst case" lightning current path is used, i.e., the 200kA peak current
flows in at the leading edge of an orbiter wing and across the aft struts
on one side to a solid rocket booster and out the exhaust. The computa-
tions were previously published as an addendum to reference i and are
reproduced here as Appendix A.
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL ACTUATOR TEST RESULTS
The conductive exhaust is one of the likely lightning paths
during launch; lightning current would therefore travel through a rocket
2
nozzle. The solid rocket booster nozzle is steered by two actuators
(hydraulic cylinders) mounted at 90 ° to each other. The cylinder pistons
are electrically insulated from the rest of the cylinder by "O" rings
and the hydraulic oii. Arcs to the piston will therefore occur and pits
will be formed, which may abrade the "0" rings during operation and cause
loss o£ oil and thus steering. An experiment at Lightning and Transients
Research Institute and measurement of the leakage at Marshall Space Flight
Center {MSFC) were chosen over analysis as leading to the quickest and
most accurate results. The experiments are described in Appendices B and
C:
Appendix B_ LTRI Simulated Lightning Strikes
Appendix C, MSFC Oil Leakage Test Report
The measured oil leakage during a rigorous exercise of the damaged cylinder
was only 2_ of that allowable.
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM TEST RESULTS
The thermal protection system consists of cork or ablative
material applied to the areas of the solid rocket booster which will
receive the greatest aerodynamic and/or exhaust heating. The function
is to thermally insulate cables and electronic components and to prevent
overheating of metal sections which might fatigue.
A lightning strike to the insulating material would be expected
to blast away portions of it; increased aerodynamic or exhaust heating
would then occur below the damaged area. Simulated lightning strikes on
test panels were performed at LTRI {both swept strokes and stationary
arcs) and the panels were exposed in the Hot Gas Facility at MSFC. Thermo-
couples behind the damaged areas recorded the temperature. These experi-
ments are described in Appendices D and E:
Appendix D, LTRI Simulated Lightning Strikes
Appendix E, MSFC Temperature Measurements
Blast damaged areas up to four inches in diameter were found after the
simulated lightning strikes. In two out of the eight thermal tests, the
temperatures exceeded slightly the design maxima, but no excessive addi-
tional removal of insulating material was found in the Hot Gas Facility
test. MSFC considers the results to be marginally acceptable, as indicated
in their letter of October 2, 1978, reproduced as Appendix F.
CIRCUIT DAMAGE ANALYSIS OF RANGE SAFETY SYSTEMS
A damage analysis of the circuitry of the external tank range
safety system and the solid rocket booster range safety system was under-
taken. This circuitry had not been analyzed at the time that the final
report 1 was written. The methodology used was identical to that in Section
5.3 of the final report. It should be noted that a value of 180V for the
potential appearing in cables running from the orbiter to the external
tank across the aft struts was assumed in all of the circuit damage analyses,
although a lower value was computed in the later stages of this study. The
analyses and recommendations have been distributed for inclusion with those
done before March 1978.
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APPENDIX A
INDUCED CABLE VOLTAGES DUE TO LIGHTNING CURRENT
ON ORBITER-EXTERNAL TANK AFT STRUTS
AIIRC-R-122
ADDENDUI: TO FI!IAL REPORT
SUPPORT OF LIGHTNING ANALYSIS AND TESTING
ON THE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER (SRB) VEHICLE
"INDUCED CABLE VOLTAGES DUE TO LIGHT,_Jl;IG
CURRENT ON ORBITER-EXTERNAL TA!JK AFT STRUTS"
John Schmelzer
October 1978
Prepared for:
Under Contract:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
George C. _arshall Space Flight Center
Alabama 35812
;CAS8-31168
Prepared by: NISSION RESEARCH CORPORATION
1400 San Mateo Boulevard, S. E.
Suite A
Albuquerque, New tiexico 87108
INDUCED CABL[ VOLTAGES DUE TO LIGHTNING
CURRENT ON ORBITER-EXTERNAL TANK AFT STRUTS
INTRODUCTION
The worst case is a strike to the orbiter wing, in at 3 and out
at A. The entire 200kA strike will then flow through the aft struts (see
Figures 1 and 2}. Figure 3 shows the cable runs to be analyzed. The right
hand side is taken as the worst case since the hydrogen feed line b)_asses
current from the cable run on the left side.
There are two cables running in a tunnel, a section of which is
shown in Figure 4. Each cable has been scaled from Figure 5 to be 1.4
inches in diameter.
This analysis will break the conduction path into two parts, A
and B (Figure 3)', solve the current division problem for each path in order
to find the cable shield currents, find the voltage induced in the cables
for each path using a transfer impedance measured for a similar cable, and
add those voltages. This sum will then be added to the 25V previously
computed I for cables running from the external tank to the solid rocket
booster across the aft strut.
_Perala, R. A. and R. B. Cook 04RC) and J. D. Robb (LTRI), Final Report:
Support of Lightning Analysis and Testing on the Solid Rocket Booster (SRB)
Vehicle, AMRC-R-122, Mission Research Corporation, March 1978, p. 18.
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PATH A
The cable tunnel on the ll.9-inch diameter strut is shos_ in
Figure 6. From this scale drawing, the cross-section model of Figure 7
is derived.
The inductance of the strut is given b) "2
4£
Lstru t = 0.00508£ (£n _ - 0.75)_H (1)
where £ is the strut length (inches) and d is the strut diameter (inches).
Path A is seventy inches long so
4.70
• ZLstru t (70) (£n0.00508 11.9 0.75)
= 0.856_H
Similarly, the inductance of the tunnel is found to be 2
2£
Ltunnel = 0.00508£ (£n B--L-C+0.5 - 0.0024)
where B and C are the cross-section
dimensions
2.70
= 0.00508 (70) (in 2.6 4 8.4 ÷ 0.5 - 0.0024)
= I.OBuH
The mutual inductance is difficult to compute but is found with the use of
the model in Figure 8, which is the model of Figure 7 with the rectangular
tunnel replaced by a round tunnel of equal perimeter. The mutual inductance
is found to be 3 0.477uH.
2Grover, F. W., Inductance Calculations: Working Formulas and Tables,
Dover: New York, 1962, p. 35.
S!b£d., p. 31.
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Figure 8. Cross-sectional model of the cable tunnel on strut
used for computing their mutual inductance.
The equivalent circuit of Figure 9 can now be drawn, neglecting strut
and tunnel resistances, which are inconsequential.
i - 200kA
Strut
Lstru t - 0.856_H
• • Cable Tunnel
Ltunnel = 1.08vH
i t,
strut Itunnel
H = 0.477_H
Figure g. Equivalent circuit of Path A, with cables
lumped into the cable tunnel.
The current division is now'
istru t Ltunnel - N
i L - M
tunne I strut
1.08 - 0.477
0.856 0.477
Or
i
tunn e 1
= 1.59
-- 0.386i = 0.386(200kA) = 77.2kA.
The tunnel and cables are now placed in parallel in a similar manner.
The inductances and resistances of the cables and tunnel are first computed.
NASA has measured the resistance (at unkno_m frequency) of a
similar 0.52-inch OD cable _ to be 0.7m_/ft = 0.06m_/in. The resistance
of the tunnel cables in scaled from this value assuming equal shield
thicknesses:
:Rcabl e 0.06 in.\ 1.4in. 70in
= 1.52_Q
The conductivity of the steel tunnel is assumed to be s 1.5"I06_/m = 3.8"I04U/i n.
Some frequency-domain computations are now done for convenience. The frequency
of choice has a period of four times the rise time, or 125kHz. The skin depth
at this frequency is
_Perala, et aZ., op. cir., p. BS-ll.
SAttwood, S. S., Electric and Magnetic Fields, Dover: New York, 1967, p. 127.
6stee 1 = (_f_cl) -½
= {_(125. 103)4_. 10-7 (1 .S. 106) } -½
-3
= 1.16"10 m
= 4.57.10"2in.
where V = V° since the steel is expected to be saturated at these currents.
Reference to Figure 4 shows that the current carrying area of the tunnel is
then 1.0 inch 2 The tunnel resistance is then
£
R
tunnel oA
7O
3.8-104(1.0)
= 1.84m.q
The inductance of the two cables in parallel (including the mutual inductance)
Lcables = 0.00508£ £n 2t _H
where p = 0.70 inch is the radius of one cable and d = 2.8 inches (scaled
from Figure 5) is the distance between centers. Making the substitutions,
Lcables = 1.33_H.
The equivalent circuit of the tunnel and cables in path A is now sho_
by Figure I0, in which there is no magnetic coupling between the cables
and the tunnel since the tunnel current is assumed to flow on its outside.
6Grover, op.e_t., p. 37.
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A current division is now done at 125kHz in the circuit of
Figure lO(c).
Z
cables
Rcable
2 + j 2_ f Lcables
1.52.10 -3
. j 27 (125"103 ) 1.33"10 -6
= 0.76-10 -3 ÷ j 1.04
= j 1.04
Z
tunnel = Rtunnel + j 2_ £ Ltunnel
= 1.84.10 -3 ÷ j 2_ (125"103 ) 1.08"10 -6
-3
= 1.84"10 + j 0.848
= j o.848
The current division is now
1cables
_tunnel
Z
tunnel
Z
Zcab 1es
j 0.848
j 1.04
= O. 815
or
icables = 0.449 i (2)
= 0.449 (77.2kA)
and
= 34.7kA
acables
• w
Xcable 2 (3)
34.7kA
2
= 17.3kA
The transfer resistance and inductance of the previously mentioned 0.52-inch
OD cable has been measured 7 as RT = 3.53nC2/m and LT = 1.40nH/m. The peak
voltage induced in a cable in path A is then expected to be
= " + LT _- icabl e (4)v a £ lcabl e
[ 17"3"103]= 1.78 3.53"10-3(17.3"103 ) * 1.40"10 -9 2_i.i0-S_
= 109 ÷ 12.1
= 121V
PATH B
Reference to Figure 3 shows that the cable tunnel in path B is
electrically in parallel with the external tank. The length of path B is
the same as that of path A, so the tunnel resistance and inductance are
not changed. But one would expect the external tank to form a low resis-
tance, inductance-free path in parallel with the cable tunnel. The model
7Perala, et aZ, op. cir., p. 13.
for path B will then place the cable tunnel above an infinite conducting
plane of thickness 6stee I and connected to the plane at each end-as sh'o_
in Figure 11. The exact form of the contacts at the ends of the tunnel is
not obvious from Figure 3, so they are taken as 15-inch resistanceless
disks for simplicity.
Figure 11. Hodel of Path B
The resistance of the plane between the disks is computed using
the analogy between their capacitance and the conductance between them,
i.e., if
C ffic f(geometry)
then
G = o f(geometry).
The capacitance is well known and given by
SO
End5
C= F
d
Or
G= 2£
_n T
R -'-
plane
U
°steel _ 6steel
Zn 2(7o3
15
3.S" 104 (_T)4.57"I0-2
: O. 409n_Q.
An equivalent circuit of path B can now be drawn as Figure 12, neglecting
the inconsequential tunnel resistance.
i • 200kA
Rplan e = 0.409m_ Ltunnel = 1.08_H
I itunnel
Figure 12. Equivalent circuit of Path B, with cables
lumped into the cable tunnel.
--.m_mL
The current division is
i
plane _-
_tunne I
Ztunne II
IZplanel
2_ f Ltunnel
z
R
plane
2_(125.103 ) 1.08" 10 -6
0.409.10 -3
-or
= 2070
i
tumne I
= 4.82.10"4i
= 4.82.10"4(200kA)
--96.4A.
A cable current can be found with Equation (2) and (3),
0.449
icable - 2 itunnel
0.449
- 96.4
2
* 21.7A .
The peak voltage induced in a cable in path B is then found with
Equation C4),
Vb = £ icable + I"7_ Jcable
1.7s 3.s3.10-3(21.7) • _'4°'1°-9 2-_0-
= O. 16V
CONCLUSION
The voltage induced in a cable running from the orbiter to a
solid rocket booster is then given by
v = v a + v b + 23\'
= 121 + 0.16 ÷ 23
-- 144V
where 23V is the value previously computed for cables running from the
external tank to the solid rocket booster across the aft strut.
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¥O_'_ORD
This report, L&T No. 672, covers llghtnlng tests of the Space Shuttle
SRB Thrust Vector Control Actuator. LTRI scientific personnel parttcipat-
/rig in the tests included J.D. Robb and Dr. T. Chen.
Mr. John S_k_L4zcr representing Mission Research Corporation witnessed
the tests.
The technical representative on the contract for NASA was Hr. B.E.
Gallaher.
I. 0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
Lightning tests have been carried out to determine the degree of pitting
expected from lightning strike currents passing from the Solid Rocket Booster
(SRB) case through the Thrust Vector Control (TVC) actuator to the SRB ex-
haust plume. Calculations have been made by HRC staff at Mission Research
Corporation to determine the llghtnlng current component magnitudes which
would pass through the TVC actuator if a 200,000 ampere lightning strike
passe d through the entire shuttle vehicle and these were applied in these
tests. The problem of primary concern was lightning current pitting of the
hydraulic cylinder surface which could tear the "0" rlng seals during acti-
vation and cause hydraulic fluid leakage. No evaluation was made of the
Flight Center and the .:actuator was therefore returned.
2.0 TEST OBJECT IDENTIFICATION
The hydraulic cylinder tested was a cylinder for Saturn IC which was
essentLslly the same as the Shuttle SRB actuator in the critical areas of
the hydraulic seal and cylinder surface.
3.0 TEST PROCEDURE
The test procedure is attached in Appendix I. The test arrangement is
illustrated in F£gure i.
A.O TESTS AND TEST RESULTS
The desired current components defined by )_C calculations consisted
of a hlgh current impulse of 21,000 amperes, followed immediately by a DC
continuing current of 20 amperes DC for 300 milllseconds. The actual test
currents were 21 kiloamperes wlth a continuing current of about 22 amperes.
The DC component could have been adjusted to a closer current value but only
at the expense of additional test time and it was felt that the easily ob-
talned value of current was sufficient in vlewof the wlde variation to be
expected in natural lightning continuing currents.
The tests were carried out according to the test procedure as shown in
Table I by firing two current levels, the level specified and twice this
current level with various configurations of bonding Jumpers as specified in
the attached data sheet.
The test current osclllograms and photographs of the test arrangements
for the tests are shown in the attached figures.
5.0 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
Lightning test currents corresponding to the calculated values of cur-
rent through the actuator for a 200,000 ampere strike to the Shuttle were
passed through the actuator and it has been returned to Marshall Space
Flight Center for assessment of the damage.
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Figure 1. Test arrangefent for the SRBTVC actuator llghtn£ng tests.
© TABLE I
Data Sheet
L_h_nlng Teats SRB TVC Actt_or
bonding Jumper
twen=y Inches
Probe poettlons
Test # 2 Test 0 3,5,6,7
A B
Cylinder Positions
Tesu Probe Cylinder Charge High DC DC No. of
No, Position Position KV Current Current Durstlon Bond
KA A Straps
1 20 20 22 I sec
2 A 2 20 20 22 i sec 0
3 B 1 20 20 22 1 sec 2
4 B 3 40 2
5 B 3 40 40 22 1 sec 2
6 B & 40 40 22 1 sec 4
7 _ 5 20 20 22 I sec 4
Remarks
Calibration
Prefired, current
sparked over to
Rround. No cur-
rent thru test
obj ec t
Repeating 04
AFor all oscillosrams:
Slow sweep (upper sweep)
o. 2 sec. Idly.
32 A_np./dlv.
Fast sweep (lower sweep)
5_s/div.
18KA / div.
TEST # ]
TEST # 2
TEST # 2
For a11 oscillograms:
Slow sweep (upper sweep)
O. 2 sec./d iv.
32 Amp./dlv.
Fast sweep (lower sweep)
5 _s/dtv.
18 KA/dtv.
TEST # 3
TEST # .3
TE._T # 5
,_low r,'weep
0.2 sec./div.
32 A_p./dlv.
Fast sweep
5_q/d iv.
18 KA/div.
TEST # 5
TEST# 6
Slow ,<;weep
0.2 Rec./div.
32 Amp./div.
Fa.qt Sweep
5 _tsldlv.
18 KA/d iv.
TEST # 6
kTEST # 7
Slow sweep
0.2 sec./dtv.
32 Amp./dtv.
Fast sweep
5_us/d Iv.
18 XA/d iv.
t
Photo of te._t object
after all of the tests
Io
PRELINI)_ARY TEST PLAH FOR DETERMINING THE
DIRECT EFFECTS OF LIGHTNING STROKES TO THE
.$RB TVC ACTUATOR
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
One of the most likely lightning entry/exit points for the Space
Shuttle cluster during the launch _ase is the SRB conductive plume. This
means that the lightning current would travel up the plume into the SRB
Nozzle. Each SRB has two actuator arms which connect between the aft
skirt and the nozzle compliance ring. It is therefore possible that a
substantial lightning current can flow in these actuator arms.
The actuator arms are continuous metal with one exception: the
piston and the piston rod are dielectrically separated from the actuator
body. The piston is separated b)" means of the actuator hydraulic fluid,
and the piston rod is separated from the actuator body by rubber "0" rings.
To mitigate lightning effects in the present configuration, there are two
bond straps, each twenty inches long, connected from the compliance ring to
the actuator body.
Because these bonding jumpers still represent a significant impe-
dance, a substantial voltage may appear across the "0" rin_ &np. If arcin_
occurrs, pitting of the rod may occur, which could result in subsequent loss
of fluid and thrust vector control.
It is therefore important that the significance of this effect
be determined.
2. OBJECTIVE
The objective of this test is to determine the effects of-
lightning currents on the WC actuator.
J
3. RATIOI_ALE
These tests are required because the SRB is required to survive
a direct lightning stroke as defined in Reference 1., This effect can best
be determined experimentally.
4. TEST OBJECT
The test object is a Saturn 1C actuator. This has the same
actuator body and piston dimensions and clearances as the SR_TVC actuator
and therefore no extrapolation of the test data is required.
e TEST DESCRIPTIO_
The test set up is indicated schematically in Figure I. The
lightning generator is connected t_ the actuator in a low inductance coaxial
geometry, i.e., the plus side o£ the generator feeds the piston via the
center conductor of a coaxial geometry, and the return is via the outer
conductor_ which is really a cage of parallel wire_.
The lightuing generator provides a threat level (x} waveshape
having n 2 _,sec rise time and is a damped sinusui(: having a Q us G, and a
peak amplitude of 21KA. The continuous current is 500 ms long and has an
1. Space Shuttle Lightning Protection Criteria Docun_ent, JSC07636, RASA,
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, iioustOno Tex_s° September 1975.
_/ Straps (20" long)
/ Actuator Body/
Pi s_/..t°n _ /_L/[--__ r " l l l
ki_htnin _ _I_
I
Low 'Inductance Return (Coaxial Return)
"_ • °
Figure I. Schematic Diagram of Test Set Up
amplitude of 24 A. This is based on measurements of bond strap and
actua:or anms resistances made at _ISFC, and co_,putations o£ induct_unces,
and solving an equivalent circuit model.
Because the piston has a twelve inch stroke, it is estimated
that a total o£ four shots can be made, each one with the piston displaced
three inches from the previous shot. The four shots wiil consist of a
permutation of threat level (x) and the nu_be_ of bond straps as follows:
Shot _o. Amplitude _o. Bond Straps
l x 2
2 2x 2
5 x 4
4 Zx 4
"ii_i_ ;na'oa'm;_tJon_,i'.i hv ¢arc[ull)" rc¢o;'d-,d in r.hc d._ta |o& ;,n_;
co._z'cl-ted L,..ith the i}istoJ_ l}o_itinn.
Al':cr the lest, thu test ohjcc_ wijl be shi;);)c,l l_nck io II,SFC
for ev_|unlion.
APPENDIX C
MSFC TEST REPORT
THRUST VECTOR CONTROL ACTUATOR OIL LEAKAGE
Enclosure III-
DIRECT LIGHtnING EFFECTS DEVELOP_NT TEST - SRB TVC ACTUATOR
1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SL_/RY
Hydraulic actuator development testing has been carried out to determine
the degree of damage to the actuator 0-ring seals caused by the pitting sur-
faces due to simulated lightning strokes. "Calculations had previously been
made by the staff of Mission Research Corporation to determine the lightning
current magnitudes that would pass through the TVC actuator if a 200,000 _--
pere lightning strike passed through the Shuttle vehicle. _nese currents
were passed through the actuator in a test performed by Lightning & Transients
Research Institute causing pitting and roughness of the piston due to arcing
of the lightning current across the cylinder/piston interface (ref. L&T Report
No. 676, Enclosure I). The actuator was then returned to :._FC and this test
reports on the lep_kage caused by the lightning damage while the actuator was
being exercised under full pressure and flight profiles.
2.0 TEST OBJECT IDENTIFICATION
The hydraulic actuator tested was a Saturn I-C actuator _hich was essen-
tially the same as the Shuttle SRB actuator in the critical areas of the
hydraulic O-ring seals and piston surface.
3.0 TEST PROCEDDqRE
The test procedure is attached in Enclosure II. Tne test arr_ngenent is
illustrated in Figure I.
_.0 TESTS ALU3 TEST RESISTS
The tests were performed in accordance with the procedure in Enclosure II
with the exception of test #4 as discussed below. Hydraulic fluid temperature
at beginning of test was 78°F and at end of test was 84°F. Total pressurized
time was 47 minutes. There was essentially no leakage at the beginning of
the test.
Test #I consisted of moving the damaged area, caused by the expected
lightning current passed through the actuator with four bond straps, across
the cylinder/piston interface. The test lasted for 125 seconds (SRB flight
time) with the piston moving at 0.12 hertz. At the end of the test the leakage
rate had increased from essentially 0 to 1 drop per I0 seconds. Allowable
leak_e was _ gallons. This test was considered successful.
Test #2 consisted of moving the damaged area, caused by the expected
lightning current passed through the actuator with two bond straps, across
the cylinder/piston interface. This is the present design configuration.
The test lasted 125 seconds with the piston moving at 0.12 hertz. At the
end of the test the leakage rate had increased from 1 drop per I0 seconds to
1 drop per _ seconds. This test was considered successful and confirmed that
the design configuration is adequate.
Test #3 consisted of moving the damaged area, caused by 2 times the
expected lightning current with two bond straps, across the cylinder/piston
interface. The test lasted 125 seconds with the piston moving at 0.12 hertz.
At the end of the test the leakage rate had increased from 1 drop per 5 seconis
to 1 drop per second. This test was considered successful and demonstrated
that the design configuration was adequate for a lightning strike twice the
expected amplitude.
Test #_ deviated from the test plan in order to make it a more severe
test. _"he stroke was increased to full extension and retraction of the p_ston.
This allo_ed the damaged area of all five test lightning strikes to _ipe all
0-rings. Two of the damage areas were from double the expected lightning
current. In addition the piston was left free to rotate so that a greater
surface_rea of the 0-rings vou/d be da__aged. Total rotation during the test
was abou_ b5 degrees. The test was a/lowed to run for l0 minutes. At this
time the-leakage rate had become a thin stream. The test was terminated
because the leakage was st_ll minim__! and the test time and severity far
exceeded any flight conditions.
5.0 CONCLUDING DISCUSSIOn;
Total leakage for all the tests _as 200 milli liters. _llowable leakage
for one SEB flight is approximately 9.8 liters. In addition to the test tans,
the actuator was cycled approximately 75 addStona! tizes during test set-uFs
while adjusting bias for null position and to adjust stroke length.
The success criteria was to p_ss test #2. The severity of test @h plus
the additional cycling time indicates that a large margin of safety exists
over and above this. We can conclude,therefore,that the $_B actuator can
survive a lightning strike in flight without degrading the nission perfo_--m__nce.
Testing was performed at I._FC, building h656,by EC25 and EL55.
B. E. _allaher, EL55
W. A. S=ords, EC25
!
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SIMULATED LIGHTNING STRIKES TO
THE THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
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i.O I:;TI:ODUCTIO': AX;) gL'_I:Y
Lightning _Ps_a hav_ l)_en conducted on _he _hor_l protection cy;,_e=
for _ho Space Shuttle Solid Rock_-_ Boo:;_er (SRB) go de_cr_._inn _he _:ffcc_
of dlrec_ lighcnlng s_rikes. The Costs consi_,ged of s%l.:p_ hlgh currt:.n=
lIKhtninK s_rokes, ataglonary high ¢urb'on= llgh_nln Z s_roke= and di_iec-
t_'Ic szrenK_h _es=s of _he materials. The tests _howod areas of c_-cckg
and deiamiua=ion up Co abou= 4 luches in dlamezer und ?ieieczrlc s_ren,';:..=
of ab0u: 200,000 V01_O _axlmu,_,
2.0 t_TIO':ALE
'Th_ =ears are required because th_ TPS materlal is required _o survive
a _Irec= lightning s:_ike as defined in R_ference l.* _he e_fec= of llgh_-
n.ing can best be determined experlme_=ally.
3.0 TEST OBJECTS
The =es= ob_ec=_ conclsced of _ampies of TPS _terlal as llcted in
Table I consis=Ing of cork and _oam r_=ezials of several =hlcknea_es.
.0 TEST PLA_: ""
The rest plan is a=zached In Appendix I and 4e=crlbes ghe _es= arra=ge-
=-_gs and _he -xperlmen=a I _est wavefor_s.
5.0 T?_ST PROC._._
5.I Swop= Strobe Tests
The swep_ s_roke =es=s were carried oug using the zes_ arrangemen_
illus:ra=e_ in Figures la and lb. The tes_ wavefo_--s for _he high curren=
dlschargPs are sho_ra in Figure 2. The arc was ini_lazed by an 0.008 inch
41a_e=er sCalnless wire off ghe lef_ side of the tPs= panel. The arc was
blown over _he ¢osc panel by the windszroam and a hlgh rate of _ise cul'ren_
5 x 1010 A/S (uslng a 600 KV}Mrx impulse generazor) was Ini=Ic=ed as the
arc reached Ehe approxi¢_¢e center of _he panel. The co=ponenZ was followed
i==edla=ely by a hIsh current component (100,000 amperes), an in=e.-mediaze
component, 15 coulombs at 3000 ampe=es decaying co _he residual of zhe 400
ampere continuing component. _di_h _hls ra_e of rise arc sweeping abou:
_hree fee_ maximum was =equlred _o puncture _he TPS r.a_e_lal.
The darmge as illustrated in ;igure 3 consi=_ed of puncZuros of the
TPS of quarter inch dla_ecer pi_ m_¢ks on _he aluminum base metal and crack-
in_ of th_ TPS for a distanc& of al)ou_ _wo inches from the con_ac_ poln= for
about a fou= inch diame=er are_ of indicaCod da=nge. Further ho_ _as _esE-
i,'_ will be carried ou_ on _h_ ees_ sample by ,Marshall Space Fllgh_ Center
¢0 dogormiue ¢he /mp!£cagions'og the lighgn_ug _esC damage.
•_,2 _t:ttt.oil._ry Art'. lit_h Currc.nl: T_-nl:i,_
The, object of the_i_ testa wau Is de_ermlnn =h(, effects of a 200,000
a_,,pe%'e statlona_-y dl,chargt; on _ho _PS nmterlnl. The test di_ci,nr_ca
%'.:re _i_-ed into the TI'S motet'Col and _he damaZe _thich was siT:ilnr _o the
swept s:ro:ce _ea_ is illustrated in Figu%-e 4. As wi_h :he swept _zohec,
=he E:e._t 8ar,|i)les are belns re_:urned I;o _Lai'Ghall Space Fllgh_ Center .%;
hg_ SP.s t,_s:In_.
5.3 DC Di-!ectric $_ren_h T_s
Ti;e DC dielec_rlc tests wore carried ou_ by placlns a s_ndard AST: _.
d_.lec:r_c sti'en_=h Zes_ electrode on _he material and chary, ins _t _o a
poZen:inl at which _ho TPS mat_'ial punc=u%'ed beneath it. The volt-zo _as
;nlsed in 25 KV inck'enen_z and left a= each l_vel for 50 seconds unzll 7,unc-
:u_'e occur-red. The _esZ resul_ a--e shots in T._'ule II. On _he =hlche_
co_'k _eu: sa;:;i:,le puncture could not h._ ob_alnod conveniently wi_h zhs DC
.... ,l_,e_ available because of _ne laz'ge DC lea:_ge cu.'ren:s. The cur-
rents _.-.dica:ed a DC roslsZance vaiue of about 140 meZo:;_.s. Thi& _e=z re-
" ,.,_.e._i shouldsulz indlca_es _haz _he _',_ci_i_azion _Zc.zlc charging of _:,_,_ "_......
be rapidiy bled off b_caus_ of _he zela_ively lou reslc_ivi_y of the cork.
This value of 140 o 'ne_ ,%a_ _:hile _.ilgh'_ly beyo;:d _+,%_r..z::ir,u n c.lio':_:)ie value
of i00 r.egohms used by LTRI fo_" anzi-&zazlc coaZlng_ fo_" aiL-c;':fz flylnz _n
dense snc_l should bs more _han adequate for =he limited short duzazlon char_-
_ns anzlclpa=ed _or Zixe TP$.
To con_lete the dieleczrfc _esZs, Izpuis_ tests wa_e co,tied out on
:!:e Icazerlal. A stall }_rx generator was u_ed and a voltage of about
200,000 volts was requi_ed to puncture the thlckes: _P5 r.&zerlal. _he
i=guls_ dielectric s_ens_,hs of =he to_ samples are also presented i_
Table _I. '
6.0 CO;CCI.5q)I,_:GDISCUSSIOR
Lightning tests have been carried out on the TPS samples supplied by
}_FC and the tests showed cracking of the TPS abou_ 4 inches in di=_e_,
a puncture cr_r abou_ 3/4 inch in diamete_and dielectric sZrenz_hs
varyl;%g from 100 _o 300,000 vol_s. Wl=h _he high rate of rise d_schcr_e
used _n the swept s_roke _os=o, s _axlmum azc length of abou_ three fee_
was =equlre_ to puncture _he T'PS by _nduc:Ive drop po=entlals. The pie-
=InK of _he metal base mate=tel was only abou_ one-quar_e= inch in dla=eter
and a_ estimated 0.010 inch in depth. Thus the damage produced by these
severe Ces= wavefo_voul_ be described by LTRI as only node_a_e. ;
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APPENDIX E
THERMAL TESTS OF LIGHTNING-DAMAGED
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM PANELS
RF.SULTS OF AFRO-TIIERHAL VERIFICATION TESTS OF SIMULATED
LTGIrrNTNG STRUCK SRB TPS SPECIMENS
I. BACK_,ROUND: The nose cone and aft skirt are the most likely areas of the SRB
to be struck by lightning during the on-pad and low altitude ascent conditions.
Simulated lightning strikes were imposed on some representative TPS test panels.
Reference letters" EL51(173-177), "Performance of a Simulated Lightning Test on
the SRB Thermal Protection System"; EE11(77-273), "Simulated Lightning Tests
on SRB Thermal Protection System (TPS)".
Four of these lightning struck panels were tested in the MSF_ Hot Gas Facility (HGF)
to determine any additional damage to the TPS by simulated flight aeroheating.
Also, the tests were to determine if the TPS, after a lightning strlke, can
m_intmIn the structural temperature within the design llmlt'of 300OF.
2. TEST DESCErI'TIONS: Four lightning struck TPS test panels were tested in the
HGF as per the SRB TPS verification test criteria (Appendix I), reference EP44(78-77).
The total heat (BTU/ft2-sec) for each specimen tested)in table l of the criteria,
is a typical maximum value for its areas of application on the flight vehicle. The
indicated qcw (BTU/ft2-sec) values are the maximum cold wall heating rates for
the indicated test position. These maximum values were used to determine the
test durations (time = total heat/qcw) to assure that some TPS remained on the
general specimen area to the end of the test.
3. TEST RESULTS: Figures I, 2, 3, and 4 are temperature - time plots of
thermocouples mmmted to the backside of the substrate. These measurements were
located at the approximate geometric center of the damaged area (TI and T3) and
at the interface of the damaged and undamaged area (T2 and T4). The approximate
local test heating rate at each lightning struck area is also indicated.
The samples were tested at the specified durations except C6. This test was
manually terminated at 42.75 seconds instead of the planned 45.4 seconds due
to the substrate temperature exceeding 300°F at the center of the forward
damaged area.
It appears that thermocouples TI and T2 of panel C6 became unbonded at approximately
48 seconds, producing erroneous data beyond this time. A computer projection of the
temperatures was made to determine the resulting values if the test had proceeded to
the planned 45.75 seconds and had the debondlng of the thermocouples not occurred.
The resultlng v_lues for TI, T2, and T4 as indicated in the test results matrix are
acceptable and T3 is marglnal at 312°F.
Temperature projections were also made for panel Cl. The projected values vs.
the measured values were 312°F and 312°F for T1 and 177°F and 168OF for T2,
respectively. The differences were within 5Z of reading, valldatlng the technique.
Valld data was not obtained for panel ClO. . •
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 are overlay sketches of the before test and after test
photographs of the test panels. They indicate the expanded damaged areas due
to the aero-thermal heating of the tests.
The test results _atrlx Indlcates the local heating rate at the damaged area,
test duration, resultant total heat, the temperature changes at the damaged area,
a representative vehicular area where the TPS is applied, and comments as to the
structure (substrate) temperature remaining within design limit (300°F.
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APPENDIX F
MSFC ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGE TO THE
THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
Nai_onalAeronauticsand
•Space AOmDn;slral_on
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center
Marshall Space Fhghl Center. AlaDama
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Rel=_y u_ _ o4 ELSI (151-78)
TO:
THRU:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
OCT
EEII/W. P. Horton
 L4Z/W. A. Huff
EL51/R. D. Collins, Jr.
Assessment of Lightning Damage to the
SRB Thermal Protection System (TPS)
2 =_,?.3
Enclosed are the rep3rts concerning the tests performed on
the SRB TPS specimens. Six specimens each of MSA and Cork
TPS coated panels were sent to Lightning and Transients
Research Institute (LTRI) where they were struck with simu-
lated lightning as required by JSC-07636, Shuttle Lightning
Protection Criteria Document. Results of this test are
reported in Enclosure 1 and show that damage and cracking
up to 4 inches in diameter could occur.
Four of these specimens with the worst damage were then
tested in the MSFC Hot Gas Facility for aero-thermal
degradation. Results of this test are reported in Enclosure 2.
Removal of additional TPS material due to aerodynamic forces
was not significant and consisted primarily of rounding and
beveling of the ragged surfaces. Temperatures on the bare
metal surfaces were monitored during the test and did not
exceed 5% of design values.
As a result of these tests we can conclude that although
some TPS material will be removed if struck by lightning,
no significant additional degradation will occur, and tem-
perature excursions are acceptable.
Chief, Systems Engineering Division
2 Enclosures
co:
(See page 2)
